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STAGE

Carmen
Ballet Flamenco de Madrid, a proud representative of
Spain, regularly travels with the Spanish royal family for
visiting shows. Famous for their classical repertoire with noble,
unrestrained, and luxurious features, Carmen is one of their
most classic performances. The expressive and sensual
flamenco displays the heroine's uncompromising attitude
towards love and her fearless fight for freedom — truly
demonstrating the gypsy characteristics of boldness and
passion.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Nov. 21
)
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater (
Tickets: ￥80, ￥180, ￥280, ￥380, ￥480, ￥680, ￥880

琴台大剧院

CONCERT

Berlin Youth Choir

The Berlin Youth Choir was
founded in 1958 under the symphony
orchestra of the Berlin State Opera. Its
current art director and conductor is
Vinzenz Weissenburger. The choir has
90 members aged from 18 to 40. It
has given many tour concerts and
performances around Europe and South
America. By cooperating with the
symphony orchestra of the Berlin State
Opera and the Berlin Youth Orchestra,
the award-winning chorus has
established itself as a bridge of artistic
communication.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Nov. 24
Venue: Qintai Concert Hall (
Tickets: ￥80, ￥120, ￥180, ￥280, ￥380

琴台音乐厅)

The Unreachable Stars concert

The band was formed by Jeremy
Stolle, a leading performer of
Broadway's Phantom of the Opera,
and some of his amazing Broadway
artist friends. Composed by James
Morgan and based on Broadway
musicals, New York popular music
and interludes of the dance drama
Moulin Rouge, their repertoir features
rich orchestral performances and
powerful singing in which pop songs
are interpreted in various languages in
a dynamic balance between modern
and classical styles.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Nov. 17
Venue: Wuhan Theater (
Tickets: ￥80, ￥120, ￥180, ￥280

武汉剧院)

"Tearing Me Up" — Bob Moses

Bob Moses is a Canadian electronic duo
from Vancouver. Consisting of Tom Howie
and Jimmy Vallance, the duo has been active
on major music platforms since 2012. Their
soothing, brisk and refined voices remind
listeners of James Blake Trentemoller and New
Order. The band has perfectly integrated indie
rock, trance rock, electronic music, dance
music and other musical elements. Their song
"Tearing Me Up" won a Grammy Award
nomination for best dance recording and a
Grammy Award for best remixed recording,
non-classical. This year sees their first tour in
China.
Time: 8:30 P.M., Nov. 23
Venue: VOX LIVEHOUSE
Tickets: ￥280

